Single module of the reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation can perform the actions of locomotion and manipulation. In conformity with the request for achieving autonomous operation in the unstructurized environment instead of fixed operation in the structurized environment, these robots are applied in the complicated and dangerous environment. The existing researches on the configuration theory focus on the reconfigurable robots with limited locomotion and the ones with independent locomotion, not being applicable to the reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation. The vector configuration is put forward, the research content of which contains the topology and locomotion direction of configuration, the posture and orientation and connection relation between modules. Module state vector and configuration state matrix are proposed for representation methodology for the swarm configuration of these reconfigurable robots, which supports transformation operation to represent and trigger behavior motion of the module and reconfiguration between configurations. Optimization algorithm of assembly reconfiguration applying workload as the optimization target is presented, as well as optimization algorithm of transformation reconfiguration applying the integration of posture orientation workload and connection workload. The result of optimization is the relation of state transformation between the initial configuration and the object one as the basic of reconfiguration plan and control.
Introduction
In some complicated environment such as planetary surface or disaster ruin, single robot may face some difficulties in traversing broad ditches and crossing huge obstacles, or global system paralysis caused by the local fault. By integrating the reconfiguration technique and modularization, the reconfigurable robots are developed and applied in complicated and dangerous environment where human have difficulty to enter, satisfying the request to achieve autonomous operation in the unstructurized environment instead of fixed operation in the structurized environment. A reconfigurable robot consists of modules with relatively simple function. The modules can be assembled into different configurations to tackle the complicated environments and tasks [1, 2] . The assembly happens not only in the mechanisms but also in the functions, which simplifies the design and enhancing functionality and versatility, providing a high degree of robustness and interchangeability. According to the movability and manipulation ability of a single module, the reconfigurable robots are divided into three categories:
1) Reconfigurable robots with limited locomotion, e.g. PolyBot [3] and CONRO [4] : single module cannot independently locomote, but the reconfiguration and movement of the whole configuration can be implemented via transformation of location between the modules.
2) Reconfigurable robots with independent locomotion, e.g. AMOEBA-I [5] : single module can independently locomote, but cannot perform the manipulation.
3) Reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation, e.g. S-bots [6] : besides locomotion, single module can perform manipulation with its arm and end-effecter. Because of the capability of independent locomotion and manipulation of single module, cooperation and reconfiguration of the swarm, this kind of reconfigurable robots will have the application in such fields as planetary exploration, disaster succor and military affairs.
A characteristic of the reconfigurable robots is that they can dynamically change their configurations, so the configuration theory is very important and peculiar in the related research. The representation and transformation of the swarm configuration is the basis of the control of motion and reconfiguration. The number and complexity of configuration are increasing along with the number of the modules. It is necessary to find a logical method for representing the modules and their configurations by extracting the state of the module. Castano [7] applied directed graph and adjacency matrix to represent and discover the configuration of the CONRO. Chen [8] presented an assembly incidence matrix (AIM) to describe the assembly configuration of modular robots. Chocron [9] used binary encoding to denote the type and connection location of joint module, as well as the link length of link module, and proposed a 3D kinematics description method for modular serial manipulators. Xu [10] used n×6 matrix to describe the topology structure of the theoretic reconfigurable robotic model. Based on the graph theory and adjacency matrix, Liu [11] put forward a structure configuration graph and structure configuration matrix to represent the structure configuration of reconfigurable modular robots. Liu [12] analyzed the mechanism and adjacency relation and used a matrix to describe single module, for which mechanism components are primary description contents.
The problems in the existing research on the configuration theory are recognized as follows. The research object is the reconfigurable robot with limited locomotion or a one with independent locomotion. Some methods are not applicable to the reconfigurable robot with independent manipulation. The representation method of the module and configuration rarely supports the transformation operations corresponding to the motion of the module and the change of their configuration. The reconfiguration optimization is almost solely based on the graph theory, in which the configurations are defined as vertex set and pre-defined weight between vertexes is calculated to acquire the optimal result, without considering the motion of module and swarm configuration.
To solve the above problems, here vector configuration is put forward, thus expanding the research content of the configuration to contain not only the topology but also the orientation, posture and connection relationship. The module state vector (MSV) and configuration state matrix (CSM) are constructed to represent the module and swarm configurations of the reconfigurable robot with independent manipulation. The MSV and CSM support the transformation operation for triggering the behavior of a module and reconfiguration between the configurations. This method is validated using a reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot de-veloped by the Shenyang Institute of Automation, the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Optimization algorithms are presented for assembly reconfiguration and transformation reconfiguration of swarm configurations.
Reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot
A novel reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot is developed, applying the modularized design as the rule [13, 14] . Through the multi-objective optimization, when the shape of the wheel is triangle, the performance of locomotion and manipulation of the robot is raised. Considering the characteristic that it can give output in different forms under various constraint conditions with only one actuator, the arm and wheel robot are integrated to improve the movability [15] . A wheel-manipulator robot consists of a triangle wheel and a 4-DOF arm with a three-finger end-effecter. The arm is not only the manipulation mechanism but also the accessorial mechanism of locomotion because the turning is implemented by controlling the tangential force between the leading-wheel and the ground. The robot has two primary modes: locomotion mode and manipulation mode, and can transform autonomously between two modes. In the locomotion mode as shown in Figure 1(a) , the robot has high traversing ability in a complicated terrain, when crossing higher obstacles; in the manipulation mode in Figure 1(b) , the robot can perform sampling using the multi-joint arm and manipulator.
When the environment and task are varying, multiple robots can be assembled into different configurations to implement the configuration motion and complicated manipulation by using the endeffecter and the connection mechanism on the top and bottom of the wheel [16] . As the module, the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot can autonomously disconnect and connect from the swarm configuration. The parallel configuration in Figure 1 (c) composed of two robots has a large area contacting the ground, so it is fit for soft or muddy terrain. The four robots of the serial configuration in Figure 1(d) have the same driving direction, so this configuration has high performance of climbing the slope and crossing the obstacle.
Vector configuration and state information model
The reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot belongs to the reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation, which possesses the direction of locomotion due to the capability of independent motion. Because the asymmetric wheelmanipulator mechanism is applied and the multijoint arm is the manipulation, locomotion and connection mechanism, the posture of the arm has influence on the robot and the whole configuration. Therefore, the module and configuration possess the posture and orientation. The robot can autonomously disconnect and connect, and can be connected in various ways. The swarm configuration can perform the directed locomotion while adapting to the task and the environment. From the above characteristics, it is clear that the representation of swarm configurations assembled by the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robots is more complicated than others. The existing configuration theory is not applicable to this kind of robot and not able to distinguish the representation of these configurations. As an example, Figure 2 shows four swarm configurations assembled by two wheel-manipulator robots, in which two robots have uniform location relation. Because the orientation and the connection of these four configurations are different, their states and movabilities are different, as their different performances of climbing are not similar [17] . To implement the representation and transformation of swarm configuration for the reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation, vector configuration is put forward [18] . The research range is extended to contain the locomotion direction, the posture and orientation and connection relation between modules besides the topology of configuration. The condition and applying area of the vector configuration are as follows:
1) A module possesses the posture and orientation due to the asymmetric wheel-manipulator mechanism.
2) A module possesses the direction of locomotion due to the capability of independent motion.
3) As a movable unit, the configuration possesses the direction of locomotion.
4) The configuration possesses the posture and orientation due to the multi-joint arm as the connection mechanism.
The state information model is the basis of representation for the module and swarm configuration. The reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot is treated as the physical system, and the state information model is defined as shown in Figure 3 , containing the vector information.
• Locomotion trend direction (LTD) is the target locomotive direction of the module or the configuration.
• Connected port (P C ) denotes the port gripped by the end-effecter of other modules. A robot has three connected ports: the manipulator (p 1 ), the port on the bottom (p 2 ) and the port on the top (p 3 ) of the wheel. To describe the case in which multiple ports can be connected simultaneously, the element is evaluated as 2 i (i = 0, 1, 2) and the range of P C is {1, 2, 4}. The corresponding relation between them is shown in Figure 3 . • Arm demarcating line (J 1 L) denotes the posture of arm when the joint angles are all zero.
• Arm demarcating angle (θ) is the inclination between the line J 1 G and line J 1 L. To compensate for the error of the mechanism, when θ 10
• , the arm is considered as the beeline and the angle of each joint is set at 0.
Representation of the swarm configuration based on module state vector and configuration state matrix
The representation of the module is the basis of the representation for the swarm configuration. Based on the state information model, the module state vector (MSV) is proposed to represent the robotic module, emphasizing the locomotive direction, the posture and orientation. The MSV is defined as a vector with six elements:
The definition and evaluation of the elements in the MSV are described as follows: Rule 3: Along with the LTD, if the end-effecter is in front of J 1 L, the sign of V 3 is plus; if the end-effecter is at the back of J 1 L, the sign of V 3 is negative.
4) Active-connecting module ID (V 4 ): This module is the one gripped by the end-effecter of module V 1 . V 4 = 0 denotes that no module is gripped by the end-effecter of V 1 .
5) Active-connecting port (V 5 ): This element determines which port of V 4 is gripped by the endeffecter of V 1 . The range is the union of the range of P C {1, 2, 4} and {0}. V 5 = 1 denotes that the connected object gripped by the end-effecter of V 1 is the port on the bottom of the wheel of V 4 ; V 5 = 2 and V 5 = 4 respectively correspond to the end-effecter and the port on the top of the wheel; V 5 = 0 denotes that no module is gripped by the end-effecter of V 1 .
6) Passive-connecting port (V 6 ): This element determines which ports of V 1 are gripped by the end-effecters of other modules. Because three ports of a module can all be connected, the key to the evaluation of V 6 is how to describe the connection case of three ports by using one numerical value. The user-defined function K is used to establish the relation between the evaluation of V 6 and connected ports.
Definition.
Restriction λ: Set A ensures that function K has no same value. Therefore, the element in A is evaluated as 2 i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .), and the number of the value of K is C
The set A and restriction λ ensures that K is the reversible function, such that given a value of K, the unique combination of p elements in set A is acquired. The relation between the evaluation of V 6 and connected ports is listed in Table 1 . A is the range of P C , {1, 2, 4}; p ∈ {1, 2, 3}. V 6 = 0 denotes that no port of module V 1 is gripped by the endeffecter of other robots. The number of the value of V 6 is 1 + C
As the mathematical description of state information of the robot, the MSV represents not only the individual robot but also that in the swarm configuration. The robot in Figure 3 is individual, and its corresponding MSV is [m 1 1 0 0 0]. Figure  5 demonstrates the loop configuration composed of two modules and the corresponding MSV. Due to the LTD and orientation, the same topology may represent different states of the robot. In Figure 5 , 
(the port on the bottom of the wheel)
(the port on the top of the wheel) the topology of module j is the same as that of module i by rotating 180
• . However, in the same LTD, the arm position and the end-effecter of module j are different from those of module i, and the values of V 2 and V 3 module j are different from module i. Therefore, the MSV implements the vector representation of the robot state.
Based on the state information model and the module state vector, a configuration state matrix (CSM) is proposed to represent the swarm configuration with the LTD and orientation (vector configuration). The general form of CSM with n-module applying the n×4 matrix is
The number of rows of the CSM is the number of modules in the swarm configuration. The denotation and range of the column are the same as those of four elements in the MSV, as listed in Table 2 .
Corresponding sequence rule between the row vectors of the CSM and the modules of the swarm configuration is along the LTD in the twodimension coordinate (X − Y ), traversing firstly from left to right, and then from up to down. The acquired sequence of the modules in the configuration is thus the sequence of rows in the CSM. Figure 6 demonstrates a triangle configuration composed of three modules and the corresponding CSM.
The MSV and CSM can also be applied to other reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation and reconfigurable robots with multi-joint link between modules in addition to the reconfigurable Table 2 Relation between the column of CSM and the element of MSV
Column of CSM
State information Arm position Arm posture and Active-connecting port Passive-connecting port end-effecter orientation wheel-manipulator robots, as shown in Figure 7 . 
Transformation operation on MSV and CSM
The MSV and CSM can support the pre-defined transformation operation. The transformation operation on the MSV can represent and trigger the elementary motions of the module [19] . Elementary motion is the simplest action that the robot can directly execute. Multiple elementary motions can be combined to a complicated composite behavior by setting the time sequence. The precondition of the elementary motion is the judgment on the value of some elements of the MSV. According to the defined rules, the transformation operations on the MSV correspond to the elementary motions of the module. Suppose the descriptions are as follows: The relation between the elementary motion and corresponding operation rule is as follows:
The variables in the rules for transformation operation on the MSV are defined as follows:
i, j: ID of the object module and the module gripped by the object one;
c: the port gripped by the end-effecter of the object module; r: connected port of the object module gripped by the end-effecter of other module.
The transformation operation rules on the MSV are described as follows:
(
1) Elementary motion: Rotation 180
• on the plane.
Operation rule: Precondition:
(5) Elementary motion: Passive disconnection Precondition:
The CSM can also support the transformation operation. The new matrix generated may represent an unknown configuration. Therefore, the transformation operation on the CSM can represent and trigger the reconfiguration between the swarm configurations.
(1) Exchanging row vectors in part on the CSM. Exchanging row vectors in part denotes that two row vectors containing the part-column are exchanged. In Figure 9 (a), [M 1,1 M 1,2 ] and [M 2,1 M 2,2 ] are exchanged, and the columns chosen respectively denotes the arm position, the arm posture and the end-effecter orientation. In contrast to the initial configuration in Figure 9 (a), two modules in the right configuration, which is represented by the new CSM acquired through exchanging row vectors in part, have changes in the arm position and the end-effecter orientation. It is found that the state that the modules exchanged corresponds to the denotation of the part columns of the MSV exchanging row vectors.
(2) Inserting a row vector at the end of the CSM. Figure 9(b) illustrates the way to insert a row vector at the end of the original CSM, such that a module corresponding to this new row vector is added to the original configuration. The initial configuration in the left is the serial configuration composed of two modules, and the right configuration acquired by inserting a row vector at the end of the CSM is the serial configuration composed of three modules.
Optimization of assembly reconfiguration
Single module of the reconfigurable robot with independent manipulation can perform the locomotion and manipulation, and multiple modules can connect and disconnect. Definition of assembly reconfiguration is as follows: multiple individual modules without any connection are assembled and reconfigured to a goal configuration. The optimization of assembly reconfiguration is to acquire the means to choose the modules and their arrays with the aim to a certain optimization target according to the relation between the individual modules and the goal configuration. In the optimization analysis, the MSV and CSM are applied to represent the state information of the module and the configuration, and are introduced into the optimization calculation according to the elements. The process of optimizing assembly reconfiguration is demonstrated by taking the reconfigurable wheelmanipulation robot as an example.
In the optimization of assembly reconfiguration, the lowest workload is used as the optimization target, which denotes the motion complexity of state transformation executed by the individual modules according to the goal configuration. The individual modules are all restricted in the locomotion mode and within a given area; the locomotion distance of modules for reconfiguration is approximately the same, without considering the computational workload.
The initial condition of optimization of assembly reconfiguration is: there are m individual modules (SV z , z = 1, . . . , m) in the robot swarm, and a goal configuration (CSM * ) consists of n(n m) modules.
Optimization algorithm for assembly reconfiguration based on the workload is as follows:
1) If module s in m individual modules is located in the ith module of the goal configuration (the ith row of CSM * ), the sub-workload w i is
where j stands for column label in CSM * ; CSM * i,j , the element in the ith row and jth column of CSM * ; P i,j , the value estimated in state transformation, the result of the g j (); f (), the workload estimation function, calculating the workload according to P i,j . α i,j , the influencing factor of the jth column when module s is located in the ith module of the object configuration. α i,j ∈ {0, 1}, α i,j = 1 denotes that the influence of the jth column must be considered in the computation; when α i,j = 0, the case is just the contrary. Function g j processes the following functions: change expressions and operation correspondingly to j, compute P i,j according to MSV s and CSM * i,j , modify the MSV s , run in a given time sequence which is the sort ascending of j. The g j is constructed as follows:
where β j is the motion weight factor reflecting the motion complexity of state transformation corresponding to the jth column.
2) The total workload for choosing n modules from m individual modules to assemble and reconfigure to the goal configuration is
According to the array of the MSV, (1) as the parameter of g j ( ). ε i is the module weight factor reflecting the importance of module in the assembly reconfiguration. The array sequence of MSV in V is the array sequence in which n of m individual modules would be chosen to locate and assemble the goal configuration. The number of possible array sequences is P (m, n) = m * (m−1) * . . . * (m−n+ 1). The different array sequence of the MSV corresponds to the different whole workload W . The assembly reconfiguration executed in the array sequence is optimized, in which W is the lowest.
The optimization numerical simulation and analysis procedure of assembly reconfiguration based on the workload is demonstrated using the following example in which the triangle configuration is assembled from four individual modules.
The The goal is a triangle configuration as shown in Figure 6 , and its corresponding is
Because the connection is a bidirectional process, and active connection of a module corresponds to the passive connection of another module; thus only the active connection is considered, and the state influence factors are set at 1, 2, 3) . The motion weight factors are set at β 1 = 1/2, rotating 180
• on the plane (transformation of arm position); β 2 = 1/6, motion of the arm (transformation of arm posture and end-effecter orientation); β 3 = 1/12, close to the end-effecter (transformation of active connection). Assuming that this no priority on the modules in the goal configuration, and the weight factors are set at ε 1 = ε 2 = ... = ε n = 1. The workload estimation function is given as f (
In this example (m = 4, n = 3), there are P (4, 3) = 24 kinds of array sequence of V . The array of the MSV , g j ( ), the above-mentioned functions and parameters are substituted to expressions (1)-(3) . Twenty-four groups of the total workload W for assembly reconfiguration are computed through numerical simulation, as listed in Table  3 .
From the results shown in Table 3 , it is obviously known that when the array of modules is (2, 3, 4) , as "module 2, module 3, module 4" corresponds to "module a, module b, module e" of the goal configuration to assemble the triangle configuration, the total workload W is the lowest and the corresponding assembly reconfiguration in this array is the optimal one with the workload as the optimization target. Figure 10 demonstrates the process of assembling optimally configuration through the simulation system of the reconfigurable wheelmanipulation robot [20] . 
Optimization of transformation reconfiguration
Different from the assembly reconfiguration, transformation reconfiguration describes the reconfiguration between the configurations. Definition of transformation reconfiguration is: an initial configuration with m individual modules is reconfigured to a goal configuration with n (n m) modules through transforming the topology, orientation and connection relation. The optimization of transformation reconfiguration is to analyze the relation between the initial configuration and the goal configuration, and to acquire how to set the array and connection of the modules from the initial configuration to reconfigure to the goal configuration with the aim to a certain optimization target. The connection relation of the modules may change in the transformation reconfiguration, which may stimulate or block the reconfiguration. Therefore, the optimization of configuration transformation applies the integration of the posture-orientation workload (W P ) and the connection workload (W C ) as the optimization target. Firstly, ignoring the connection relation of the modules in the initial configuration, W P corresponding to the state transformation of the modules in all possible array, is calculated in the same way as the computation of the assembly reconfiguration. Secondly, for all possible arrays, W C is calculated, corresponding to the connection transformation from the initial configuration to the goal one. Finally, the total workload W is acquired by integrating the W P and W C after setting the weight coefficients.
The initial condition of optimization of transformation reconfiguration: the initial configuration (SM ) consists of m modules; 4 and V z,4 is acquired through the traversal sequence, considering V z,5 and V z, 5 . The goal configuration (CSM * ) consists of n (n m) modules.
Optimization algorithm for transformation reconfiguration is as follows:
1) Computation of the posture-orientation workload W P . If module s in the initial configuration is located in the ith module of the goal configuration, the posture-orientation sub-workload
The posture-orientation workload W P is thus
The definition of the parameters and functions in expressions (5)- (7) is the same as that in the assembly reconfiguration. Therefore, P (m, n) groups of W P , as well as the array of V are acquired.
2) Computation of the connection workload W C . V = {MSV i1 MSV i2 · · · MSV in } denotes the array sequence of modules, with only the postureorientation workload taken into consideration. The MSV pair MSV q MSV r (q, r ∈ {i 1 i 2 · · · i n }) is defined to describe the state relation between module q and module r in V .
The connection relation between module q and module r in the initial configuration is expressed as
where ID I represents ID of active-connecting module in the initial configuration; CP I is the port gripped by the end-effecter of moduleID I in the initial configuration. The connection relation between module q and module r in the goal configuration is expressed as
where ID G stands for ID of active-connecting module in the goal configuration; CP G is the port gripped by the end-effecter of module ID G in the goal configuration.
The connection sub-workload w C(q,r) corresponding to connection transformation in MSV q MSV r from the initial configuration to the goal configuration is Connection workload W C is the sum of connection sub-workload of the MSV pairs in one V :
3) The total workload W is
λ P is the weight coefficient for posture and orientation, denoting the importance of transformation of posture and orientation; λ C is the weight coefficient for connection relation, denoting the importance of transformation of connection relation; λ P + λ C = 1. While the workload W is the lowest, the transformation reconfiguration in this module array is optimized in the appointed coefficients with the integration of the postureorientation workload and connection workload as the optimization target.
The optimization procedure of transformation reconfiguration is demonstrated using an example from a serial configuration (CSM ) to a triangle configuration (). Step 1. Compute the W P . In this case (m = 3, n = 3), there are P 3 3 = 6 kinds of array sequence of V . According to formulae (5)- (7) and the parameters, six groups of W P are computed through numerical simulation. Their results are listed in Table 4 . Step 2. Compute the W C . According of CSM and CSM * , six groups of connection relation of the modules pairs in all possible V are listed in Table 5 . The results are substituted into expression (8) . Six groups of W C are acquired according to the computation rules of w C(q,r) and expression (9) , listed in Table 6 .
CSM
Step 3. Compute the total workload W . In this example, the require is that connection relation in the initial configuration needs to be kept as possible during the configuration transformation. The weight coefficients are set at λ P = 1/3 and λ C = 2/3. The W P in Table 4 and W C in Table 6 are substituted into expression (10) to acquire six groups of W (Table 7) . From the results in Table 7 , it is obvious that when the array of modules in the initial configuration is (1, 2, 3), as "module 1, module 2, module 3" corresponds to "module a, module b, module e" of the triangle configuration, the total workload W is the lowest and the transformation reconfiguration in this array is optimal in this case, with the integration of the posture-orientation workload and connection workload as the optimization target. Figure 11 demonstrates the process of transforming optimally configuration through the simulation system [20] .
Conclusion
The module state vector and configuration state matrix have been presented to implement the representation and transformation of swarm configuration for the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robots and other reconfigurable robots with independent manipulation. The advantages of this method are as follows:
(1) There is a corresponding relation between the CSM and the vector configuration. Given a vector configuration, there is a unique CSM corresponding to it.
(2) This methodology contains no redundant data and its storage space is small.
(3) MSV and CSM support the transformation operation, representing and triggering behavior motion of the module and reconfiguration between configurations. The mathematical computation between the MSV and CSM is applicable to the module control, configuration control and optimization.
According to the state of initial object, reconfiguration is divided into assembly reconfiguration and transformation reconfiguration. The MSV and CSM are applied in the reconfiguration optimization. The optimization of assembly reconfiguration is proposed, with the workload as the optimization target; the optimization of transformation reconfiguration uses the integration of posture orientation workload and connection workload as the optimization target. The result of optimization is the relation of state transformation between the modules in the initial configuration and the modules in the goal one, which is the basis of reconfiguration plan. The optimization algorithms have been verified and demonstrated through numerical simulation and simulation of the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot.
Figure 11
Simulation of the optimal transformation reconfiguration from serial configuration to triangle configuration.
